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A Guardian’s Good Name 

Outline 

1 hour 

 

1. The Crisis in Guardian Reputation 

a. Some guardians are responsible for an incredible number of wards. 

b. A few guardians exercise their responsibilities in questionable ways. 

 

2. Getting Things Done 

a. Getting things done as promised is a great way to create a good name. 

b. Airline CEO 

c. George Patton 

d. President Reagan 

 

3. Everybody Makes Mistakes—What Happens Next Builds Reputation 

a. Seeing a mistake coming 

b. Fixing a mistake—the difference between sorry and apology 

c. Apology with a chaser 

d. Timing an apology 

e. When an apology doesn’t work 

 

4. Fixing Your Systems to Prevent Mistakes and Build Reputation 

a. Fixing the guardian’s staff 

b. Fixing the ward’s family 

c. Fixing the guardian 

d. Fixing the press 

 

5. Four More Ways to Build a Guardian’s Reputation 

a. Energy and reputation 

b. Decisions and reputation 

c. The great idea—or reputation in one step 

d. Spreading the good news around 
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Remember the next to last scene in Star Wars Episode IV? Luke 
Skywalker is trying to destroy the Death Star but he’s under attack. 
Han Solo sweeps in from behind and blows away the annoying 
problem. 

 

 Or Kinky Boots where the manufacturer is falling all over the 
catwalk demonstrating his product. Then his much more 
experienced friends come stomping on and save the show. 

 

 In both cases the person with a problem had somebody who 
was watching their back. 

 

 That’s largely what a professional guardian does. You perform 
an important duty in our society. You allow people to live with 
dignity and safety. “I’ve got your back.” 

 

 Why then do guardians have a reputation a bit better than 
lawyers but right behind used car salesmen? 

 

 The press is awful. 

 

 One guardian reportedly cared for 400 wards. Hey, it’s 
possible. If the guardian worked a 40 hours week with 2 weeks’ 
vacation a year, each of the wards would get 25 minutes a month. 
Hopefully all the wards live really close because that 25 minutes 
includes travel time.1 

 
1 Paragraph: Ann Brenoff, The System Of Court-Appointed Guardians Continues To Fail The Elderly, 2017,  

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/court-appointed-guardian-system-failing-

elderly_us_59d3f70be4b06226e3f44d4e. This is not unprecedented. In another state, one PG was supervising 450 
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Florida for one apparently thinks that’s unreasonable—they’re 
trying to lower the average guardian caseload from 40 to 20 wards.2 

 

One couple was happily living alone with assistance from a 
nurse 5 days a week. A guardian showed up at the door and 
removed them to a facility forty miles away. They had no notice or 
chance to appear before the judge first. The daughter thought her 
parents had been kidnapped. (According to one article, the guardian 
billed the couple every time she talked to the daughter. Soon they 
had no possessions or car to return to.)3  

 

At least one police department in similar situations refuses to 
take any action. They deem inappropriate guardian actions as a civil 
matter, seemingly ignoring the criminal statutes about theft.4 
(Across the country, in a non-guardian case, the adult children stole 
everything that wasn’t bolted down in their mother’s house. The 
police said this was a civil matter. One wonders if a burglary at a 
donut shop would be a civil matter.) 

 

 

words: Bobby Calvan, “Embattled Florida Guardian Gives Up Hundreds of Ward Cases,” NBC 6, 2019, 

https://www.nbcmiami.com/news/local/Embattled-Florida-Guardian-Gives-Up-Hundreds-of-Ward-Cases-

513286411.html 
2 Ann Brenoff, The System Of Court-Appointed Guardians Continues To Fail The Elderly, 2017,  

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/court-appointed-guardian-system-failing-

elderly_us_59d3f70be4b06226e3f44d4e 
3 Paragraph: Rachel Aviv, “How the Elderly Lose Their Rights,” The New Yorker,  2017, 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/10/09/how-the-elderly-lose-their-

rights?irgwc=1&source=affiliate_impactpmx_12f6tote_desktop_Skimbit%20Ltd.&mbid=affiliate_impactpmx_12f6t

ote_desktop_Skimbit%20Ltd . 
4 Rachel Aviv, “How the Elderly Lose Their Rights,” The New Yorker,  2017, 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/10/09/how-the-elderly-lose-their-

rights?irgwc=1&source=affiliate_impactpmx_12f6tote_desktop_Skimbit%20Ltd.&mbid=affiliate_impactpmx_12f6t

ote_desktop_Skimbit%20Ltd . 
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 Allegations have been published of wards being unnecessarily 
drugged, apparently to instill greater compliance.5 

 

 No one is suggesting that most professional guardians behave 
in this manner. But the rest of the profession is burdened by the 
image of the minority who do. 

 

 How do the rest of professional guardians keep their good 
name or reputation? 

 

Getting Things Done 

 

 The easiest way to a great reputation is getting things done as 
promised.  

 

 One of the airlines had its chief executive officer in a meeting 
with labor representatives. Afterwards, an experienced labor rep 
walked out with a newbie pestering him about getting the deal in 
writing. 

 

 “The CEO said it. We don’t need it in writing.” That’s a 
reputation. 

 

 General George Patton was known for getting things done. He 
rescued the 101st Airborne which was surrounded by the enemy 

 
5 Rachel Aviv, “How the Elderly Lose Their Rights,” The New Yorker,  2017, 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/10/09/how-the-elderly-lose-their-

rights?irgwc=1&source=affiliate_impactpmx_12f6tote_desktop_Skimbit%20Ltd.&mbid=affiliate_impactpmx_12f6t

ote_desktop_Skimbit%20Ltd.  
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during World War II. Unfortunately he had a bit of a mouth. On D-
day, the invasion of Europe, he was in England, directing a phantom 
army. This was partially a punishment for something he’d said.6 

 

 The Allied powers figured the Germans would never believe an 
invasion could take place without Patton.7 His reputation caused the 
enemy to divert forces from where the real landings occurred. 

 

 Later, General Eisenhower’s staff estimated 4 divisions would 
be need to take a particular city. Patton sent a message: “Have taken 
Trier with two divisions. Do you want me to give it back?”8 

 

 In 1979 Iranian students invaded the US embassy in Tehran. 
They detained 52 American diplomats and citizens. For 443 days 
President Carter attempted to get the hostages released to no avail.9  

 

 After President Reagan had been sworn in and as he was 

ending his inaugural address, the captured Americans were 
surrendered to US personnel.10 

 

 There are rumors as to why the Iranians waited 1.2 years till 
this odd moment to act. But it seems at least possible that Ronald 
Reagan’s reputation was far different from his predecessor’s. That 

 
6 Paragraph: Andrew Knighton, Operation Cobra, 1944: Breaking Out of Normandy , 2017, 

https://www.warhistoryonline.com/world-war-ii/operation-cobra-1944-breaking-normandy-m.html  
7 Paragraph: Andrew Knighton, Operation Cobra, 1944: Breaking Out of Normandy , 2017, 

https://www.warhistoryonline.com/world-war-ii/operation-cobra-1944-breaking-normandy-m.html  
8 Paragraph: http://warfarehistorynetwork.com/daily/wwii/pattons-end-run/ 
9 Paragraph: Wikipedia, , Iran hostage crisis, 2019, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iran_hostage_crisis 
10 Paragraph: Wikipedia, , Iran hostage crisis, 2019, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iran_hostage_crisis 
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contrast may have been enough to suggest to the Iranians the game 
had changed. 

 

 (If that was Iran’s assessment, it would be proven out two 
years later. Reagan invaded Grenada in part to protect 600 
American medical students there.)11 

 

 Reagan’s reputation may have gotten things done without his 
lifting a finger.  

 

Everybody Makes Mistakes 

 

 Everybody screws up once in a while. Do you believe the Yelp 
listings with 35 reviews and an unblemished average 5.0 rating?  

 

Mother Teresa is often regarded as the paragon of virtue and 
selflessness. Yet even she irritated Christopher Hitchens so much he 
wrote a whole book deriding her. 

 

In 1908, an US Navy destroyer ran aground in the 
Philippines.12  The commander, an ensign, was court-martialed. 
Thirty three years later, Admiral Chester Nimitz was in command of 
all Allied forces (land, sea and air) in the Pacific Ocean Areas zone 
during World War II.  Sometimes even big mistakes are survivable! 

 

  

 
11 Wikipedia, United States invasion of Grenada, 2019, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/US_invasion_of_Grenada  
12 Wikipedia, Chester W. Nimitz, 2019, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chester_W._Nimitz#World_War_II  
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Seeing a Mistake Coming 

 

 Mistakes typically don’t pop up out of thin air. Usually there 
are one or more “oops” before the “oh crap.” 

 

 I was waiting for a red light. The car beside me was in a right-
turn-only lane. A police car behind him got on the loudspeaker: 
“YOU BETTER BE  TURNING RIGHT.” (This is called A Clue.) 

 

 Naturally the guy went straight.  

 

The officer turned his flashers on. If the loudspeaker had been 
on, I’m sure we would have heard the policeman sigh. 

 

Maybe the driver had such an important emergency he 
couldn’t have hung a right and made a U-turn to keep going. What he 
got, at best, was 8 hours of traffic school on a miserable Saturday. 

 

In another case, a mistake had even more warnings before 
everything went badly. 

 

 In 112 Space Shuttle flights,13 foam broke off the external 
tank.14 This occurrence was not anticipated in the design of the 

 
13 Wikipedia, List of Space Shuttle missions, 2019,  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Space_Shuttle_missions 
14 Another source states that foam came off on 80% of the 79 flights for which they have pictures. 

Michelle Tisai, “Get Your Foam On,” Slate, 2007, https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2007/08/how-

come-pieces-of-foam-always-fall-off-the-space-shuttle.html. Whichever number is used, foam loss (the 

cause of the disaster) was common. 
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spacecraft. In order to fly missions, NASA had to waive the anomaly 
prior to each launch. 

 

 On the 113th launch, a piece of falling debris hit the spacecraft. 
Sixteen days later, as the shuttle was descending to land, the debris’s 
damage caused the left wing, and later the spacecraft, to fail. Seven 
crew members died. 

 

 Someone had 113 opportunities to say “This is outside of 
specifications. We should not launch.” No one did. 

 

 An useful question to ask when facing a problem: “Is this a 
discrete (one time) occurrence? Or am I on #20 of 113?” The answer 
may change the approach to fix the situation. 

 

 Or, put another way, “Should I ignore The Voice and drive 
straight?” 
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Fixing a Mistake 

 

Sorry 

 

 (If the mistake is a legal one—something that might get the 
guardian sued by a private party or indicted by the government—
legal counsel should be sought before the advice below is followed. 
In that situation, an attorney may feel these suggestions below are 
contraindicated.) 

 

 Sometimes fixing a mistake just needs an “I’m sorry.” An angry 
person, tired of fighting bureaucracy, may only be looking for a 
simple acknowledgement. 

 

 In the late 1970s, Pacific Bell (then one of the 21 operating 
companies of AT&T) forbade their customer service representatives 
from using the word “sorry” with a consumer. It was an unfortunate 
decision that caused both the CSRs and customers much 
unnecessary grief. 
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Apology 

 

 Occasionally a simple “sorry” won’t do the job but an apology 
might.  

 

What’s the difference? A “sorry” expresses sympathy with the 
other person’s problem. An “apology” acknowledges the guardian is 
at least a bit responsible for the situation. 

 

Senator Edward Kennedy was involved in an auto accident that 
involved the death of another person. A week later he appeared on 
television to apologize. (Veteran politician Tip O’Neill later said this 
was a terrible idea. Likely Kennedy’s lawyers thought so too.) 

 

He asked his constituents if he should resign as an US senator. 
They overwhelmingly supported him.  

 

That apology has been credited with saving his political career.  

 

He eventually became known as The Lion of the Senate, 
admired on both sides of the aisle including by the late Senator John 
McCain. 

 

 The actor David Niven in his youth cheated on an exam that 
might have gotten him expelled from school. When he was called to 
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the headmaster’s, he told the truth. The administrator, probably 
shocked, caned him but kept him in school.15 

 

 Although David didn’t make an apology in that case, truth can 
be a powerful ally in an expression of regret. Apology and truth can 
get mixed up though. 

 

 In a business meeting, they were arguing over who was 
responsible for a mistake. Finally someone who everyone knew had 
nothing to do with problem said, “Hey, I’m sorry. It was me. Won’t 
happen again.” That freed everybody up to discuss other things. 

 

Apology and Fix It 

OR Apology with a Chaser 

 

 For more egregious mistakes, apology needs action. 

 

 The business author/guru Tom Peters tells a story about the 
department store Nordstrom’s. They had promised alterations on a 
suit by the next day. The customer shows up—the salesperson calls 
him by name on only the 2d visit—but the suit isn’t ready. 

 

 He leaves for a business trip. When he gets to the hotel, there’s 
a message on the phone. The front desk brings up a package. It’s the 
suit from Nordstrom’s, with two perfectly matching ties (free), and a 
handwritten note “desperately apologizing” for the snafu. That’s a 
great recovery! 

 
15 David Niven, The Moon’s a Balloon, 1971 
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 Peters heard the story because the businessman attended one 
of his seminars and shared it there. The person it happened to has 
probably told the tale a hundred times. Tens of thousands of people 
have heard it from Peters, in person or on his recordings.  

 

Nordstrom’s screwed up—but they came out of it smelling like 
Chanel No. 5. 

 

 Admitting and fixing a mistake got Nordstrom’s a ton of free 
publicity.  

 

 Years ago a TV show, My Name is Earl, showed a guy who won 
$100,000. He began fixing the past wrongs he’d done. 

 

 Here’s another “mistake/apology plus scenario.”16 There was a 
bishop in Chile accused of witnessing and covering up child abuse. 
Leaving the country on January 18, 2018, the pope said the bishop’s 
accusers were guilty of “calumny.” That’s a ten dollar word that 
means he said the people were lying to hurt the bishop’s reputation. 

 

 Back in Rome, the pope sent an investigator to Chile in 
February. 

 

 
16 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=7&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiFlIn_2b

raAhXMzVQKHXsHB_oQFgg9MAY&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.catholicherald.co.uk%2Fnews%2F2018%2F02%2F06

%2Fbishop-barros-the-story-so-far%2F&usg=AOvVaw0z1yRsYshgTZc-sUiSbmGA, 

https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2018/04/12/601742861/pope-apologizes-for-serious-mistakes-in-

handling-of-chile-s-sex-abuse-scandal 
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 A little less than 3 months after his initial remarks, the pope, 
having read the report, apologized to the folks he had spoken so 
roughly about. Reportedly he went a step further and invited some 
of them to Rome for an apology in person.  

 

 The pope’s “nice” guy reputation took a hit in January. He 
probably repaired most of the damage in April. 

 

 A Starbucks store had two black men enter. Two minutes later 
an employee (possibly a manager) called the police to have them 
ejected. The men spent some hours in jail. 

 

 The incident was videoed and widely seen. There is a white 
customer asking what the two are being arrested for.  

 

 Starbucks quickly declined to prosecute. (As did the district 
attorney.) The chief executive officer publicly apologized, including 
on television, saying the incident should not have happened and it 
was his job to make sure there were no recurrences. 

 

 He met with the two victims. The person who called 911 left 
the company. Starbucks plans to close all its US stores for an 
afternoon to do additional training to prevent this from happening 
again. 

 

 Probably there will be a financial settlement. But so far 
Starbucks has handled “apology with a little extra” perfectly. 
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Timing an Apology 

 

 Sometimes good timing will prevent an apology. Had the pope 
switched January (his remarks) with April (the investigation), likely 
he would have spoken differently. No apology would have been 
necessary. 

 

The antithesis of an apology is the cover up. This tends to be 
inefficient. Watergate began as a simple burglary. The affair 
deteriorated into 48 people being found guilty and an  US president 
resigning. 

 

 At some point early in the episode, the president arguably may 
have been able to save his job with an apology. “Yes, that was a very 
stupid thing. I’m sorry. Won’t do that again.” 

 

 The problem with cover ups is they often don’t work. So the 
original mistake creates many rabbits. 

 

 Or, as the Scriptures put it more succinctly, “For there is 
nothing covered, that shall not be revealed; neither hid, that shall 
not be known.”17 

 

 It often turns out dealing with the original issue on its own 
would have been cheaper and simpler than explaining the original 
error and the attempt to hide it. 

 

 
17 Luke 12:2, King James Version 
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When the Apology Doesn’t Work 

 

 The caveat to apology and repair is “don’t do it again.”  

 

Implicit in the apology is reformation. Unspoken is the promise 
to next time hit the baseball through somebody else’s window. 

 

The second or third apology to the same person is going to 
work less well than the first. (The ‘dog ate my homework’ excuse 
works once, if at all.) 

 

 A women was bedridden. She no longer needed her cell 
phones. A big day for her was turning herself over in bed on her 
own. 

 

 But the cell service provider wouldn’t tell the caretaker her 
early termination fee. They had numerous phone conversations, 
emails, faxes, letter—no number. When the caretaker said,  don’t 
worry about it, I’ll talk to the Federal Communications 
Communication, they suddenly came up with the figure. 

 

 Then when he asked them to deduct the fee and end the 
account, again all they wanted to do was talk on the phone. 
Endlessly. 

 

 Every second sentence from their rep was “I apologize.” He 
even went so far to “extremely apologize.” But he wasn’t going to 
shut down the account as the contract required. 
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 He kept insisted on talking (yet again) to the woman whose 
medical afflictions made it difficult for her to speak. I’m not sure 
why the company used such delaying tactics. Maybe because they 
would lose $351 with her early termination—they weren’t going 
down without a battle! 

 

 The rep’s profusion of apologies was meaningless. His role was 
to blather on till the caretaker gave up. (In the end, the cell was still 
active when she died and even her executor could not get the 
company to turn it off before the contract ran out.) 

 

 If a guardian is apologizing more than once in a conversation to 
the same person, this might be a good time to check the corners.  

 

 Is it possible to meet the other person’s requirements without 
compromising ethics, too much money, or legalities? Would doing so 
save time and energy? 

 

 Sometimes the answer is, of course, no. The guardian ought to 
be polite and firm—with a single apology. 

 

 Occasionally the other side doesn’t really know what they 
want. They’re just angry. Then an useful question can be: “What can 
I do to make you feel good about this?” Some variant of this can help 
them clarify what they want the output to be. Then it’s back to the 
previous two paragraphs. 
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Preventing a Mistake 

 

 I had a boss who put a new rule in place every time a problem 
occurred. So the workers had a barrage of regulations to remember 
in addition to all the regular work. This was not a very effective 
technique in a medium size business. (It might be necessary in a 
huge bureaucracy such as NASA.) 

 

 Still, it is useful when a mistake occurs to review how it might 
have been prevented. Perhaps in the pressure of business an 
existing procedure or safeguard was overlooked. 

 

 Procedures can be useful. Eight steps to do something on an 
index card could make sure a necessary step isn’t forgotten.  

 

But eyes and attention can get blurry when the same task is 
done over and over. A part may be missed even though it’s on the 
card.  

 

So here’s another useful question when dealing with 
procedures: “Am I paying attention?” 

 

More prevention: Starbucks has a reputation for letting people 
meet and sit in their stores without buying anything. One prominent 
attorney said she spent most of her time in law school studying at a 
Starbucks without purchasing. That’s years! 
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One of the issues in Starbucks’s problem of the two men going 
to jail (discussed above) was the chain didn’t actually have an 
uniform policy about “freeloading” at that time.18 Though 2 minutes 
of not buying does seem within any possible policy!  

 

A possible preventive measure for Starbucks would be to 
establish a system-wide practice for how long “free seating” is. This 
might allow managers with unused tables to expand (but not 
diminish) the time. For example, if Starbucks had a national policy of 
90 minutes before asking a customer to buy or leave, the employee 
in the arrest situation would have known not to phone the police 
after two minutes. 

 

Fixing Your People 

 

 At a certain level of success, a good secretary can double a 
guardian’s income. There’s one guy (not a guardian) who has the gift 
of talk. He could sell water to a mermaid. But his follow through is 
iffy. If he had a decent secretary behind him handling the details, he 
could quadruple his revenue. 

 

 On the other hand, poor staff can murder a guardian’s 
reputation. Here’s what less than stellar help did for 2 doctors’ good 
names: 

 

 There’s a doctor who’s been practicing for 44 years. Everybody 
on Yelp agrees he’s fantastic. But his rating suffers because of the 

 
18 Julie Jargon, “Starbucks Policy is Murky,” Wall Street Journal, April 23, 2018, p.B3 
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people working for him. It took a guardian 5 messages and 1 fax just 
to get an appointment. 

 

 A copy of a lab report was needed from a second physician. It 
took 18 days, 8 messages, 3 faxes and an email to get that report.  

 

Would I recommend these two? What am I going to say if 
anyone asks me about them? 

 

A famous designer once told an interviewer for years he and 
his partner have not gone to bed before choosing the best part of the 
just finished day. 

 

Other couples pledge not to go to bed angry with each other. 

 

That’s not a bad policy with communication either—returning 
all a day’s phone calls, texts, emails before leaving the office. That of 
course doesn’t mean one can solve all those problems the same day. 
But into today’s environment, simply getting back to people can 
seem like a miracle to them. 

 

Frequently when I respond quickly to a voice mail, the person 
thanks me for returning the call so promptly. 

 

Our local Lee’s Sandwich has a sign—they take the last order at 
9 pm. Similarly, I close my office each day at 8 pm. If I get a bunch of 
non-urgent messages at 7:45, I’m not staying late.  But these are the 
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rare exceptions. Typically everybody hears back from me the same 
day. 

 

This does not mean instantly though. There’s a temptation to 
jump on each email as soon as it slides in. That can be disastrous to 
getting anything done. 

 

One blogger claims researchers say it takes 23 minutes to get 
back to the original task after an interruption.19  

 

That seems like a lot. But I’ve noticed once I go off-task, there 
are plenty of distractions. An interesting web story, maybe a snack, 
something I want to check on Wikipedia. What happened to the last 
half hour? 

 

One technique is to handle emails in a block—only check every 
set period, say once every two hours.  

 

How soon do people expect to be emailed back?20 37% of 
customers expected a response in an hour or less in one study. 81% 
anticipate that answer in a day or less. 

 

 
19 Blake Thorne, “How Distractions At Work Take Up More Time Than You Think,” I Done This Blog, 2015, 

http://blog.idonethis.com/distractions-at-work/ 
20 Laura Vanderkam, What Is An Appropriate Response Time To Email?, 2016, 

https://www.fastcompany.com/3058066/what-is-an-appropriate-response-time-to-email, Quentin Fottrell, “How 

Quickly Should You Respond to Email?”, MarketWatch, 2015. https://www.marketwatch.com/story/this-is-how-

fast-you-should-reply-to-work-emails-2014-12-11, Arise, ARISE CUSTOMER SERVICE FRUSTRATIONS: EMAIL 

RESPONSE TIMES, 2019, http://www.arise.com/resources/blog/customer-service-frustrations-series-email-

response-times 
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Does business meet that expectation? Probably not. A different 
study showed about half of business emails are responded to within 
12 to 24 hours. 

 

So looking at emails every one to two hours is likely a 
reasonable compromise to increase productivity for both you and 
your employees. 

 

Still, immediacy is usually a boon to reputation. A guardian was 
driving home from a night visit to a ward. A church had an 
interesting thought on the marquee. But since he was in the car, he 
didn’t have a chance to write it down. So the next morning, he 
emailed them. A secretary responded with the words almost 
immediately. Striking! 

 

Similarly, a ward wanted to send a Catholic Mass card to the 
family of a deceased Lutheran friend.  The guardian wondered if 
they would be offended. He Google-ed and emailed a local Lutheran 
church. The pastor got back to him within minutes. (Go for it, he 
said.) 

 

However, answering emails instantly can sometimes look bad 
to your reputation. There is a community college district with 2 
colleges. Each is headed by a president. The district has a chancellor 
at the top. What can a chancellor be doing with her day since there 
are presidents underneath her? Possibly, not much. 

 

One of the colleges had an extension course on under-claimed 
VA benefits. Thinking this might be of use to one of her wards, a 
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guardian paid $35 and showed up for the 3 hours class. It was a 
sales pitch for the guy’s “services.” She left halfway through. 

 

Obviously the college had attached their name to a 
presentation they’d never vetted. The guardian emailed the 
chancellor to complain (the president of the college was smart 
enough not to post his email address). 

 

The chancellor got back to her right away every time she 
wrote. How did this very important person—the top official 
responsible for 40,000+ students—have time to deal with this 
relatively trivial complaint? Her quick response damaged her 
reputation. It suggested she was a figurehead with little real 
responsibility. That may not have been the case but remember—
perception is reputation. 

 

Whether phone calls can be batched to responding every two 
hours depends on the nature of one’s practice. If the guardian 
business is large enough to afford a receptionist or someone 
delegated to take the calls, that’s a great solution. That person can 
evaluate whether an emergency requires your attention 
immediately rather than at the next scheduled check. 

 

 People a guardian does not directly supervise can also damage 
a reputation. 

 

 There is a fancy nursing home complete with aviary. Very 
expensive. According to a Medicare investigation, they fed a ham 
sandwich to a “soft foods only” resident. She died. 
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 One of their maintenance workers was sentenced to 3 years in 
prison for assaulting a 69 year old disabled patient.  

 

A staff member didn’t know how to pull down the feet rests on 
a wheelchair. A different client, sitting in a wheelchair in the dining 
room, began slipping off. This set off an alarm three times. Since no 
one—staff or residents—paid the least attention, this seemed to be a 
routine occurrence.  

 

 One person described the posh place as the “Three Stooges.” 
The comedians were funny. Sadly, the care facility was not. 

 

 Placing a ward in such a place would not do bright things for a 
guardian’s reputation. There are four quick things which can 
prevent this harm. 

 

 One,  check Medicare’s data on the proposed business. Second, 
see if the state has any specific information. Third, check the place 
on Yelp. Sure, that site can be highly gamed. But take a look, seeing if 
there are any negative trends. Finally, Google the establishment, 
possibly including a word such as “complaint” in the search. 

 

 This basic diligence isn’t comprehensive. But if problems pop 
up  from these sources, a guardian might want to think about going 
elsewhere. 

 

 A ward’s primary care physician made a referral to an ear nose 
throat specialist. When the guardian called for the appointment, the 
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woman (who answered with “Hello” and no business name) told 
him they didn’t take insurance. Cash only. 

 

 Cash only is very odd in my area. I understand that doctors 
treating Lyme universally don’t take insurance perhaps because that 
disease still has some controversy. But I know of only 4 businesses 
that are so limited—a chicken place, 2 doctors (one of whom 
specializes in Lyme), and the neighbor’s mom who sells excellent 
tamales out of her house. 

 

 Cash only is unusual in the 21st century. Even our 7-11 began 
taking cards years ago. While setting up a regular merchant account 
for credit cards is a bit of a hassle, PayPal will take cards in about 5 
minutes. 

 

The guardian went over to Yelp to see if he’d gotten the right 
information. Then he discovered the doctor had a rating of 2 out of 5 
from 13 reviews. The complaints included dirty exam rooms and not 
using gloves. The physician surely doesn’t clean rooms—but the 
people who do (or in this case, don’t) are killing his good name. 

 

When the guardian called the PCP to ask for another referral,  
was told this was the only doctor they used for ENT. Maybe he 
should mail them a copy of  that physician’s Yelp reviews. 

 

Sending a ward to the referral would harm the guardian’s  
reputation—the doctor has two strikes (no insurance and 
essentially no reputation.) But the incident got me thinking how the 
PCP could refer anyone there. 
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These are not the kind of people you want to have on your 
external team helping your wards. 

 

Additionally, it could make you wonder how good your 
primary care physician is when she is referring patients to such a 
loser. She’s risking her reputation by consorting with someone 
running a not-so-good office. 

 

 Then there are employees who save reputations. One guardian  
called the Navy with questions about burial at sea. The sailor who 
took the call was crisp and professional. She listened, answered 
every question fully, didn’t pass the guardian off to someone else. 
He’s still talking about that phone call years later. “I wanted to tell 
her ‘When you get out of the service, I have a job for you. Give me a 
call.’” 

 

 Once a civilian ship was ready to leave port. The pilot was 
onboard to take it out of harbor. All that remained was for the 
captain to give the OK. Unfortunately that person and the first mate 
were sleeping off a very good night. The “ranking” official on board 
was a midshipman—basically a student assigned to the ship to get 
experience. 

 

 If departure was delayed, the other officers’ reputations were 
in serious danger. If the student gave the order and anything went 
wrong, his career was over before it began. He said “Go.” 

 

 I hope his captain bought him a beer. 
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 Like a captain on a ship, a guardian’s reputation can be due in 
large part to the performance of her crew. 

 

Fixing the Family 

 

 If the family is so concerned, how come they’re not the 
guardians, one might wonder. 

 

 Nonetheless, families can become contentious with the 
guardian. If a newspaper or magazine runs a bad guardian article, 
it’s very likely to quote a family member complaining. This is not 
beneficial to one’s good name. 

 

 There is no doubt the court has assigned responsibility to the 
guardian. And some never hear from the family. Nonetheless, these 
people can be a serious irritant and consume substantial time. 

 

 One policy which may help is openness and clarity. While 
responsibility for the ward is not shared, the guardian can make 
information available, welcome suggestions, and explain decisions.  

 

If family members can (a) reach the guardian within a 
reasonable time and (b) be taken seriously, they may be more 
accepting of the situation. 
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 For example, moving the ward to another location ought to be 
mentioned to the family well in advance. The guardian doesn’t need 
the family’s permission but she also doesn’t need grief. 

 

 It may be possible for the guardian not to be “right” all the 
time. In other words, occasionally it might be useful to let the family 
“win” one.  

 

President Truman, Winston Churchill, reporter David Brinkley 
and others were playing poker on a train. Churchill, losing badly, 
went to the restroom. The president told the others while he was 
gone,  “This man saved western civilization. We have to let him win 
a few games.”21  

 

Churchill suddenly got lucky. Using the same trick on families 
may let them feel more involved, accepted, and blessedly quiet. 

 

 In extreme cases, one might think of hiring a professional 
mediator to work with the guardian and family. When mediation 
works, it looks just about like a miracle. The mediator meets with 
both sides. Then she talks to each side separately. She might present 
options. “What if they did this? Would that work for you?”  

 

The goal of mediation is to come out with a solution that makes 
both parties happy. Unlike the courtroom or arbitration, mediation 
is designed to be win/win. 

 

 
21 David Brinkley, American Archives interview 
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Family and Phone Calls 

 

 I know a guardianship is a business. It is reasonable to charge 
for conducting that business, including phone calls. But to charge the 
ward for calls the family makes to complain  looks really really tacky 
when it shows up in the newspaper. The guardian may want to 
consider taking those calls pro bono.  

 

 Vets charge for cremating deceased pets, even those of 
established customers. Typically the client has paid the vet 
thousands of dollars trying to avoid this moment. I’ve always 
thought the vet ought to eat the small cremation charge out of 
kindness. 

 

 All guardianships end. Hopefully that happens because the 
ward is rehabilitated and able to make decisions on his own. Usually 
it occurs when the ward dies. I believe the call to the family to tell 
them that sad news is a “vet moment” and ought to be gratis. 

 

 I may be wrong. But kindness does (rarely) have rewards. 
Early in his business career, a guardian used a mailbox 
establishment to collect mail. One year she sent the owner a 
Mother’s Day card—to “the mother of my mail.” 

 

 Sometime later she needed one of the business’s services rush. 
The clerk told her they couldn’t do it in time. The owner looked up, 
saw who it was, and told the clerk they’d get it done. She 
remembered the card. 
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 The guardian attending the funeral or other final service is a 
very kind gesture. Coincidentally this provides a nice closure for the 
guardian’s relationship with the family. But, in my opinion, 
attendance should not be a billable item. 

 

Fixing the Guardian 

 

 CS Lewis wrote a series of books about 3 children who went 
through the back of a cupboard into the land of Narnia. They met a 
lion called Aslan. He told them they wouldn’t remember—and he 
gave them something to help. 

 

 Likewise, a good name can help one remember who or what 
one is. 

 

 There is an old story of captured Marines being marched off 
despondently. Then someone yells “YOU’RE UNITED STATES 
MARINES.” Immediately the line stiffens to parade ground 
performance. 

 

 The captors now had a problem. They still had prisoners. But 
prisoners who recall they’re US Marines might be a whole different 
loaf of bread. 

 

 The Nobel Prize winning physicist Richard Feynman decided 
he would have chocolate pudding for all his desserts. That way he 
didn’t have to think about “what am I going to have ..” and could 
think of more interesting topics. Like physics. 
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 Reputation is a lot like Feynman’s pudding. Will I do this or 
that? Your reputation tells you right away “that.” 

 

Fixing the Press 

 

 Probably everyone lies. The correct answer to “How do you 
like my lasagna?” is some variant of “Fantastic!” (No need to 
mention I’ll be hitting McDonald’s on the way home to get the taste 
out of my mouth.) 

 

 But talking to the Press is not the time for polite prevarication  

 

 Probably the press is talking to you about some marvelous 
generous act you did. That really is fantastic! 

 

 If the newspaper wants to talk about something for which an 
attorney has been or will be hired, always clear the statement or 
interview with counsel.  

 

 In any case, never lie to the press, whether newspaper or 
blogger. If it’s the Washington Post, don’t even think the word “lie” 
for 48 hours before and after. 

 

 Should you not know something, just say so.  

 

 Maybe you’ve done something you can’t speak honestly about. 
Decline the interview. 
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 One prince had possibly known a character. When this latter 
person got arrested, the prince issued daily statements he hadn’t 
known about the alleged crimes. Maybe, maybe not. But the constant 
repetition didn’t help the royal’s rep. He might have been better off 
being quiet. 

 

 If a guardian tells one lie, the reputation is damaged, possibly 
shot. How can anyone know that person is not willing to breach that 
line again? 

 

I am aware that no professional lies sounds goody two-shoes. 
It’s probably not a standard with one hundred percent adherence in 
the guardian profession. Polite “lasagna” exceptions may be 
acceptable. But when interacting with parties like the press, court, 
state, or even the family, it’s best not to eat lasagna. 

 

Energy and Reputation 

 

 One caretaker got a great reputation because she never sat 
down. She was washing clothes, cooking, changing the bed—always 
working for the ward’s good. Her energy was the first thing the 
patient said about her. 

 

 Energy seems a little lost these days. “Don’t work too hard” is 
even used as a parting phrase. 

 

 Pa of Laura Ingalls Wilder’s Little House books wouldn’t have 
understand what that last sentence means. Pa built a house in early 
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1870s Wisconsin for his family. They lived largely alone. In the 
summer he was too tired after farm work to even play the fiddle at 
night.22 Probably 90% or more of what they had, he made. He didn’t 
have a lot of time for leisure—but working hard was something he 
did well. 

 

 My own grandfather applied for a job cutting cloth, a topic 
about which he knew nothing. Waiting for the interview, he noticed 
the cutter did not sharpen the blade between cuts. Once he was 
employed, he sharpened the blade before each cut. His co-worker 
thought Grandfather was nuts. But my relative cut twice as much as 
much cloth in the same time with this trick. The original worker was 
soon fired. 

 

 Pa and Grandfather probably didn’t spend much time thinking 
about how much energy they spent working. But today that effort on 

its own could make their reputations, as it did for the caretaker. 

 

 When Robert Kennedy, investigating Jimmy Hoffa, went home 
at night, he looked to see if Hoffa’s office lights were still on as he 
drove past. If they were, Kennedy turned around—back to the office. 
(When Hoffa heard the story, he left the lights on all night.) 

 

 Of course all this energy was creating something—caring for a 
patient, supporting a family without modern conveniences, working 
during the Depression.  

 

 
22 Wikipedia, Little House in the Big Woods, 2019, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_House_in_the_Big_Woods  
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 The ability to push through what one doesn’t want to do (talk 
to the attorney, write the report, visit the protected person) is a 
tremendous asset. This conquers lethargy—which is the opposite of 
energy. 

 

 One employee loved making forms. She put tremendous effort 
into this. But one can only use so many forms. She wasn’t as 
interested in answering the phone so all her vigor was for naught. 

 

 These people had a vitality that is often missing today. That 
strength is a great foundation for a reputation. 
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Decisions and Reputation 

 

 Company A had a brand new technology—they were the first 
out. But a component wasn’t quite right. They spent a year looking 
for a replacement. At the end of the year, they chose a piece of 
equipment they’d looked at – one year ago. Company A had 2 
customers. One of them bailed. 

 

 During those 365 days Company B came out with a similar 
product and scooped up most of the market. 

 

 Company A got bought out and no longer exists. Reputation? 
Good for a laugh. 

 

 If getting things done is the easiest way to make a great 
reputation, procrastination is an easier way to kill it. If someone in 
Company A had said 30 days into the year “Let’s make a decision 
now,” likely their business would have been saved. 

 

 General Patton, mentioned above,  had advice about that: “A 
good plan violently executed now is better than a perfect plan 
executed next week.”23 

 

  

 
23 BrainyQuote, George S. Patton Quotes, 2019, https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/george_s_patton_138200 
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What is Reputation? 

 

 Normally a book about a good name would define it on the first 
page. But my reputation is to do things differently. 

 

 Romance writer Linda Lael Miller perfectly defined reputation 
although she was talking about something else:  

 

[Reputation] is a name that commands respect.24 

 

 But respect is given to us by others.  

 

So reputation is largely how others perceive the person. 

 

It starts with all of a person’s efforts we’ve talked about to 
maintain a good rep.  

 

Still, at the end of the day, the reputation is given, not 
generated. 

 

Take any US president. There are those who think he’s 
fantastic and others who can’t believe he got elected let alone stayed 
there without creeping away. 

 

 
24 Linda Lael Miller, McKettricks of Texas: Austin, 2010, pg. 36 
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Sometimes we don’t like the reputation we get. A gunman at a 
restaurant killed 4 people. When he paused, a customer came up 
and wrestled him for the gun. Successful, the customer tossed the 
gun over the counter and escorted the killer out the front door. 

 

The shooter escaped, shrugged off a jacket containing two 
magazines of ammunition, and was later apprehended. 

 

Law enforcement said there was no doubt without the brave 
man’s intervention, more people would have died. 

 

People called him a hero. He denied it. His actions were 
entirely selfish, he said. If that guy wanted to kill him, he was going 
to make him work for it.  

 

He didn’t like his reputation—and his humility only enlarged a 
great image. 
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The Easy One-Step Way to a Great Reputation 

 

 Of course one can skip all of the above. Doing some brilliant 
thing once may be enough to frame a great name. 

 

 Auto giant Henry Ford was showing a visitor around. They saw 
a man alone in a room doing nothing. Ford was asked why he was 
paying this employee. 

 

 “He had an idea once that made me a lot of money. I’m hoping 
he has another.”25 

 

 Here one idea made this man’s reputation with his employer. 

 

 Speaking of cars, in Detroit there was a jumper on a bridge. The 
police shut down the interstate. Then they asked 13 truckers to park 
their semis under the bridge. So if the man jumped, he wouldn’t fall 
to the ground—thus potentially surviving. (In the event, after 
several hours, the police were able to talk the man away.) 

 

 This wasn’t the first time truckers have helped out. But 
whoever first thought of this weird protection probably has a 
wonderful reputation just from one idea.26 

 

 
25 Napoleon Hill, Think and Grow Rich, 1937. Mr. Hill’s reputation is not untarnished so it is possible the story is 

apocryphal. 
26 James David Dickson, et al, “Police, semis halt suicide attempt on I-696,” The Detroit News, April 24, 2018, 

https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/local/oakland-county/2018/04/24/police-semis-halt-suicide-attempt-

696/545522002/  
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 Failing one of those brainstorms, a good name is built brick by 
brick. 

 

Spreading a Good Name Around 

 

 If the court in your area assigns guardians by personal choice, 
rather than from a list, it might be worth your while to let the judges 
know about your reputation. 

 

 Assuming this doesn’t violate any local or state ethics, you 
might want to contact the court executive officer. This is a civilian in 
charge of each courthouse. The title could vary. She may be 
appointed by the judges and possibly serve at their pleasure. (I 
asked one executive officer “Do you laugh at the judge’s jokes even if 
it’s not funny?” “Absolutely,” he answered.) 

 

If she gives you an appointment, you can explain who you are 
and ask how it is appropriate to let the judges in on this secret. 

 

 Possibilities: Is it OK to contact each judge’s secretary or clerk 
for a get acquainted meeting with the magistrate? Is it possible to 
donate the Starbucks and muffins (formerly coffee and donuts) for 
the next judges’ meeting? 

 

 Be careful not to oversell. One semi-religious organization 
mailed each of the 50,000 judges in the United States a beautiful, 
large, hardbound, glossy paged book about itself. It must have cost 
them a fortune. The ten judicial officers at my courthouse threw 
theirs away without a glance. 
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Quotes 

 

Reputation, reputation, reputation! Oh, I have lost my reputation! I 
have lost the immortal part of myself, and what remains is bestial. 

         William Shakespeare, Othello. Act ii. Sc. 3. 

 

How many worthy men have we seen survive their own reputation! 

          Michel Eyquem, seigneur de Montaigne. Of Glory. Book ii. Chap. 
xvi. 

 

A good reputation is more valuable than money.  

          Publius Syrus. Maxim 108. 

 

Seeking the bubble reputation 

          William Shakespeare.  As You Like It. Act ii. Sc. 7. 

 

 It is a maxim with me that no man was ever written out of 
reputation but by himself. 

          Richard Bentley. Monk’s Life of Bentley. Page 90. 

 

 


